SCS Embedded Tech TO DISTRIBUTE FORTASA MEMORY SYSTEMS' SOLID STATE STORAGE SOLUTIONS
Palo, Alto, CA – April 4, 2014 – Fortasa Memory Systems, Inc., a leader in high reliability solid state
storage products, today announced it has signed a global distribution agreement with SCS Embedded
Tech, the value added solutions provider to the high tech embedded component users in the electronics
industry. Under the terms of this agreement, SCS Embedded Tech will distribute Fortasa's complete
range of Flash based Cards, SSDs and Modules to the strategic customers world‐wide. The agreement
will be effective immediately.
Flash memory based storage devices have become the storage medium of choice for data critical
applications. Offering the widest portfolio of high‐performance, industrial grade solid state drives (SSD),
Flash Cards, Module and Chip level devices, Fortasa's products benefit a broad range of Industrial,
Military and OEM customers.
“The exciting partnership that we are entering into with Fortasa Memory Systems could well turn out to
be one of the most successful client engagements in the history of our company. Fortasa’s expanding
suite of storage solutions will provide great value to many of the 2,000+ customers that we currently do
business with. And SCS’s long history of selling memory, with our resultant deep market knowledge, will
serve Fortasa’s growth objectives extremely well at the OEM users of high performance, high reliability
storage solutions. In turn, having the opportunity to add the Fortasa line to SCS’s quality focused client
portfolio will further help to establish SCS as the premier valued added, embedded tech supplier in
North America. We could not be more delighted with the potential symbiotic rewards of this new
partnership.” said Rachel Rathsburg, General Manager of SCS Embedded Tech. "The SCS Agreement
dramatically expands our sales channel reach. This beneficial partnership will extend our brand and
product offering to a number of strategic customers that value Fortasa Industrial Solid State Storage
products and SCS Embedded support services." said Samuel Nakhimovsky, General Manager of Fortasa
Memory Systems, Inc. "With the SCS Embedded Tech distribution agreement, we look forward to
mutually beneficial business relationship to expand the global reach for our products to the OEM and
embedded marketplace."
About Fortasa Memory Systems, Inc.
Fortasa Memory Systems is a leading provider of Solid State Storage Solutions uniquely focused to meet
the high‐performance, high reliability needs of original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).
Headquartered in Silicon Valley, California, Fortasa offers the widest product portfolio of storage
solutions supporting multiple bus interfaces and form factors. For more information about Fortasa
Memory Systems, Inc., please visit http://www.fortasa.com.
About SCS Embedded Tech
SCS Embedded Tech is dedicated to providing hands on technical support and value added services to
the high tech embedded component users in the electronics industry. Our highly trained staff of
application professionals can support your engineers with technical consultation and our buying group
can provide your purchasing managers with a wide array of products and services for your unique and

difficult to find production requirements. Our customer list includes most of the Fortune 500 companies
in North America and we supply products and services to a number of international companies as well.
SCS maintains an ISO9001‐2008 certification and is a self‐certified Woman Owned Small Business
(WOSB).
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